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- **Living in the 21st Century** engages Scouts with six topics that are essential to global citizenship over the next 80 years: exploration, food, communication, transportation, sustainability, and the future of work
  - **Exploration**: The Exploration program poses the questions “How do we explore? And what considerations do we need to make when doing so?” Covering five areas of exploration – space, underwater, underground, above-ground (nearby), and above-ground (expeditions) – activities include orienteering, an astronaut experience, and an escape room!
  - **Food**: The Food program poses the questions “where does our food come from? How do we prepare it?” The Food program covers aquaculture (fishing), plant agriculture (farming), animal agriculture, and cooking. Scouts can participate in activities such as fishing fly tying, casting, catch and release fishing, and knife skills instruction from a chef. Scouts can learn about greenhouses, hydroponics, growing local food, community gardens, and water conservation techniques, as well as explore the use of insects to provide a sustainable food supply around the world.
  - **Communications**: The Communications program poses the questions “How do we communicate? How do we think about the messages we receive?” The Communications program covers journalism (print and video), amateur radio, marketing/advertising, and social media. Write a newspaper article, go in front or behind the camera for a newscast, track down fake news, and learn about what makes an effective advertisement.
  - **Transportation**: The Transportation program poses the questions “How do we travel? How should we travel?” Build a bridge, experience urban transportation with a disability, try your hand at magnetic levitation, and more!
  - **Sustainability Treehouse**: a living education center immersing Scouts in the concept of sustainability. Between the local timber used to build the structure, the rainwater recovery system or the wind and solar generated energy, the Sustainability Treehouse is not just a museum, it’s an adventure!
  - **Knowledgeable Workforce (Future of Work)**: The Knowledgeable Workforce program poses the questions “How will technology change the nature of work? How should I think about my career as a result?” Program a robot, fly a drone through an obstacle course, design something to be printed with a 3D printer, and create an AI bot.
- **Faith and Beliefs** engages Scouts with the world’s religions, their similarities, and the power of faith – go on a Journey of Shared Spirituality, learn about world religions, and engage with the Messengers of Peace program.